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INTRODUCTION 

With an increasing demand for tourism and an expected annual growth of 4-5% in the number of 
international tourist arrivals, as forecast by the UNWTO World Tourism Barometer , there is no doubt that 1

tourism is one of the major driving forces of the economy nowadays. The tourism sector is fragmented by 
definition, because it encompasses many different actors and players which form part of the tourism 
experience. But the role of the DMO is slowly shifting from a marketing-only perspective to a management 
perspective. This has fostered change in the sector and today many DMOs have already started their 
transformation journey to become the primary subject of reference for the coordination of the tourism 
players at the destination. 

In fact, in order to be competitive on the market, destinations need to embrace the digital era and adapt to 
the ever changing needs of visitors, but starting a transformation journey for a DMO is not necessarily easy. 

This is why the Digital Tourism Think Tank has developed a framework to help destinations to shift their 
role from DMO to D𝑥O, where the “𝑥” stands for the mathematical symbol.  

The focus of this type of organisation nowadays is not 
marketing-only anymore, it can be experience, data, 
management, innovation, product, partnerships, 
storytelling, etc. 

Transformation is not an exact science. We work with a thoroughly thought-through methodology and adapt 
it to the unique needs of each destination fostering collaboration, transparency and productivity within the 
team. The transformation journey in this sense is; 

 http://media.unwto.org/press-release/2018-01-15/2017-international-tourism-results-highest-seven-years 1
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Organisational 

Starting with the organisation itself, 
we work with DMOs to become 
glass box brands, to transform 

inward to out.

Strategic 

A global vision, an acute 
understanding of macro trends 
and a long-term view underpins 

the strategic process.

Tactical 

Strategic development is 
translated directly through the 

process into planning, structuring 
and delivery as needed.
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The 12 Stages of Transformation Series is a comprehensive pack of resources created by the #DTTT 
Team which follows the Transformation Framework, a model built around 12 key topics that form the basis 
for the Destination Transformation.  

Each month we are launching a chapter of the series according to each stage of the model, including: 

• Relevant Case Studies and Best Practices. 
• Relevant Talks from the #DTTT events. 
• A package of Templates with relative explanatory video on how to use them. 
• An online learning course to understand and embrace the digital transformation with your team. 
• An Asana project plan to integrate into your workspace. 
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TARGETING & DISTRIBUTION 
  
Our seventh chapter, Targeting and Distribution, demonstrates how to effectively refine content in order to 
reach a target audience, alongside how to formulate a strategy to distribute this content. This chapter 
reveals the essential nature of data as the driving force behind accurate and effective targeting and 
distribution. 

Data driven solutions can significantly improve consumer targeting. Chapter seven will elaborate on how to 
effectively and efficiently analyse data, in order for DMOs to understand the ways in which they are reaching 
their desired audience. Moreover, data can allow for some surprising finds, such as an audience you never 
knew you had. Possessing an audience of varying demographics may mean that marketing strategies and 
campaigns may have to be altered in order to send the correct message to the appropriate audience. 
Evaluating data will allow DMOs to assess their potential consumers and their behaviour, enabling them to 
improve marketing efforts and advertising campaigns. Through doing this, DMOs will also be able to see 
where they are losing consumers to competitors. This chapter will highlight the tools needed to analyse 
data, such as Google Analytics, and suggest ways to utilise data for targeting purposes, such as through 
SEO (Search Engine Optimisation). 

It is hugely important that DMOs select the most appropriate channels to use in order to market to their 
target audience. Within this chapter, our team at DTTT will encourage DMOs to analyse their current 
channels, in order to establish whether additional channels could be added to your distribution strategy, or 
whether current channels are in need of replacing. Here, our team will also explain the relevance of various 
advertising techniques in each stage of the visitor cycle; previously discussed in chapter two. 

This chapter also suggests ways to create a compelling advertising strategy, which distributes your 
message to your key target audience. It discusses how to incorporate alternative targeting methods to 
augment your distribution strategy, from ‘Always On’ campaigns to big campaigns using PR. This section of 
the report also describes and links to 8 case studies and 3 talks published on the Launchpad that 
particularly focuses on the topic of Targeting and Distribution. 

Finally, DMOs can access the 7th chapter of the 12 Part DMO Transformation Online Learning Course, 
“Targeting & Distribution”, to learn about the topic in a more active and interactive way, and access the 
Asana Project Template to start working on your targeting and distribution strategies in a structured way. 
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE TARGETING LANDSCAPE 

Since the 90s, the way brands target their audiences has evolved dramatically. From what used to be a 
pipe-dream of targeting only people interested in your product or service, is now very much the reality. And 
it hasn’t stopped. As marketers, you have to be aware of how fluid and dynamic advertising (and advertising 
trends) can be. So, to stay ahead of the competition, you better know your SEO from your PPC, your 
retargeting from your remarketing and your big data from your business insights.  

Ever since online ads became a thing, improving them has been a constant quest. Even though the initial 
revolution is behind us, the future of advertising is looming and promises to be bigger and more successful 
than ever before. For instance, Turespaña utilised a tool called Adara. Adara elaborated to Turespaña a lot of 
data information, which they then incorporated to modify their targeting strategy. You can watch the case 
study and read more about it in the Case Studies section below. 

Remember when pop-ups and banner ads ruled the digital world? Even though they still exist on some of 
the poorer platforms, all types of digital advertising are bound for evolution at some point, including 
targetted ads. 20 years ago, the same ad would appear for everyone - regardless of their interests. And 
here laid the problem. Why spend money and waste valuable time and resources advertising to consumers 
who are not your target audience? At this time, no information existed to specifically target the right people. 

Despite not being able to attract the right audience, the concept of targetted marketing was very much in 
the air. From casting a broad net and hoping for the best, marketers are now far more strategic, using data 
and technology to ensure their efforts are not going to waste. The science behind the data and the means 
of analysis is constantly growing, and alongside this, so are the targeting possibilities.  

As an industry connecting advertising opportunities, it’s come a long way in only a few years. Undoubtedly, 
the industry will continue to evolve at a rapid pace. In 2019 and into 2020, it is expected that the security of 
data will arrive at the forefront of priorities, through products like SpotX Audience Lock – protecting user 
data while abiding by privacy laws like GDPR. Furthermore, we expect to see further innovation in order for 
brands to stand out from competitors, with regards to management and online ads. 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Ensuring quality targeting  
Personalisation and demographic vs psychographic targeting 

Psychographic and demographic targeting is used by companies and brands to help them understand 
who, where and how to target. Traditionally, obtaining demographic details of a target audience to use in 
marketing methods has been the protocol for many brands, however consumer research has demonstrated 
that marketing to consumers via psychographics is far more effective and efficient. In this section, we will 
cover how each method of targeting can be used more effectively in various marketing campaigns. 

The concept of demographics is purely collecting quantitative statistics of a target audience, the data of 
which is limited. This is the standard method of data collection in marketing, as it is easy to analyse and 
convenient. Generally, when demographic data is collected, a brand is able to clearly identify its popular 
consumers. This secondary form of market research is more cost-effective and achieves quick results that 
require very little time to obtain. However, in target marketing, demographics can only demonstrate so much 
information about a brand’s consumers. In order to uncover deeper insights into customer behaviour, and to 
target them effectively, brands must look towards psychographic segmentation and targeting. This method 
delves into the needs of the consumer, regarding products and services, and assesses the consumer’s 
buying habits. 

Psychographics has been adopted in marketing to understand consumer behaviour. It allows brands to 
connect with consumers through a more personal level, and is more subjective than demographics. This 
method helps brands to pinpoint the vital markers of their consumers’ lifestyle, so as to target them 
effectively with a thorough understanding of their needs and desires. In essence, psychographics allows 
marketers to understand how best to position the product for target marketing. While creating a campaign 
or communicating in any form to a target audience, it really is vital to connect with the audience on another 
level to ensure that the entirety of your content fits. 

When targeting specific markets, in order to understand consumers, DMOs should consider the following: 

These are known as AIOs, which are only produced through psychographic segmentation, allowing the 
DMO to connect emotionally with its target consumers. If DMOs are able to win the hearts of their target 
market, they should pay close attention to their AIOs to encourage loyalty and customer retention. 
Psychographics can allow DMOs to entirely reshape their brand identity and produce stronger campaigns, 
engaging content, and communicate more effectively. It enhances targetted demographic segments in order 
to maximise sales potential and strengthen visitor relationships. 

Using data obtained from demographic and psychographic analysis, as a DMO you will avoid wasting 
valuable time in sending ineffective messages or by using the wrong platforms to send these messages. 
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This data will aid DMOs in developing the correct messages that will truly resonate with their audience, 
alongside relevant campaigns, products and services devised around the consumer needs. This type of 
targetted marketing will drive more traffic and increase interest and visits to the destination.

The Role of SEO - is it still relevant in targeting efforts?

The relevance of SEO in content marketing is constantly debated. Is it necessary? Do brands really need to 
place it at high importance in marketing strategies to beat competitors to the top spots of internet 
searches? Aren’t good content and social media presence enough? 

Did you know that 93% of online experiences begin with a search?  So perhaps SEO really is the key to 2

getting your content and brand in front of your consumers’ faces. To understand its relevance and to create 
strategies for SEO enables you to thoroughly target your target audience.
  
But SEO and content marketing really come hand in hand – when they’re both done well separately, they 
compliment each other beautifully as a team. In actual fact, SEO is strategised around content marketing – 
every website needs content, including articles, keywords and interesting substance. Throw in some great 
social media presence and you’re on to a winner. These 3 factors will absolutely ensure your destination 
remains top-of-mind for visitors, and jumps in front of those most likely to book a trip, which is essentially 
what you want. There’s no use targeting those who aren’t interested! 

When content is produced and distributed with substance, SEO and social media in mind, the result is 
totally optimised targeting. The main challenge for brands has been the ability to bring together these tools 
to truly conquer the process. These elements require consistency. Content should be fresh, interesting and 
unique to rank higher than repetitive, low-value content of competitors. 

This content should directly target your audience by catching their eye, and be influential, relevant and 
valuable through the use of researched keywords to target visitors. The use of carefully selected keywords 
within your content is the most important factor to rank high on Google and to successfully target your 
visitors. SEO and content marketing need each other, and done well, the two together can be a powerful 
tool in your targeting strategies. 

Searches through Google and other search engines are the primary way consumers research places to visit, 
so SEO is a big deal for destinations. DMOs should ensure they’re doing everything possible to be on that 
first SERP (Search Engine Results Page). SEO is primarily about researching and discovering the relevant 
keywords to use, and including them within your content. These target keywords will help your brand rank 
well and will boost relevant traffic to your site via strategised targeting. 

All in all, SEO really should be a top priority in DMOs’ marketing strategies alongside content marketing. The 
two aspects should compliment each other beautifully, and together form a strong team with social media 

 https://insights.newscred.com/introducing-idea-lab-for-organic-traffic/2
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presence to ensure your brand and destination remains top-of-mind, appears high on SERPs, and targets 
those most likely to be interested in an efficient and effective manner. 

How to exploit data for targeting purposes 

Target markets have become as diverse and dynamic as never before . Brands are now using a variety of 3

methods to understand what makes their consumers tick, and big data is an important aspect of 
understanding your target audience. “Big data” isn’t always that big. It’s really just a buzzword relating to the 
data footprints your customers leave behind when they visit your website or social media pages. In essence, 
big data provides brands with a trail leading to discovering and engaging the correct audience through 
effective targeting. Many brands are paralysed by the sheer volume of data available, and find it difficult to 
uncover and understand relevant data that is easily applicable to their strategies for implementation.

Data comes in many forms, from social media insights to free web analytics software such as Google 
Analytics, and when used effectively, it can truly transform brands’ targeting strategies through consumer 
analysis and the observation of behaviours. Moreover, it helps identify key relationships between the visitors 
and their needs, and directs DMOs towards more strategic decision-making. After the initial time in using 
data to discover your target audience, it should be relatively easy for your DMO’s traffic to be driven to your 
website and for your conversions to increase, so the output will be completely worth the initial input. 

Gathering and utilising this data allows DMOs to learn more about their customers and understand their 
behaviours, which in turn aids DMOs in knowing how best to target these consumers and to predict 
behaviour patterns. Once marketing and targeting strategies have been adjusted according to the data 
received and analysed, the entirety of the customer experience can therefore be improved. 

So how can DMOs harness big data to strategise effectively and efficiently? 

Understanding current and potential consumers allows DMOs to construct better marketing campaigns to 
target customers, campaigns which are central to account-based marketing (ABM) approaches. This 
approach uses a centred and personal strategy with the messaging curated to the consumer’s needs and 
personality traits, according to the data. Predictive marketing can be applied through the analysis of these 
consumer behaviour and trends, and will produce further data that enables brands to develop new target 
customers. Moreover, Data Management Platforms (DMPs) enable brands to access data, sync their target 
audiences and improve decision-making processes and actions based on the consumers' behavioural data.

Data can also show brands what is not working for their customers, with regards to targeting efforts. This is 
super useful as if data reveals that customers are not using products or services, then brands can use this 
information to adjust their targeting strategies. 

 https://www.smartdatacollective.com/big-data-is-core-of-audience-targeting-strategy/3
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Big data holds a lot of potential for DMOs to expand their brand – but gathering it isn’t enough. DMOs must 
be proactive in analysing big data trends and patterns and implementing these insights into targeting efforts. 
The options available to target customers effectively are ever-increasing as new capabilities emerge to target 
users based on first- and third-party data . 4

DMOs should extract the demographic and psychographic trends which correlate with their best consumers 
and match them to personas created. Ideally, DMOs will be left with several collections of consumers 
defined by their behaviours, demographics and value. No matter how much data is available, it is not truly 
valuable until you apply it to a human face. Connecting data to human experiences allows DMOs to curate 
buyer personas helping to drive digital strategies and targeting campaigns. 

Which tools are best for your DMO to obtain valuable data? 

Through free software like Google Analytics, brands can obtain customer information such as their location, 
the length of time spent on the site, from which site they came from and referring sites. If your data is 
demonstrating that a large proportion of your visitors are coming from your Facebook page, then you can 
see that your social media is a strong source for leads. 

On the other hand, this type of software will not allow insights into whether your customer is a returning 
visitor or if that particular visit to your site resulted in a booking, alongside releasing demographic or 
psychographic information. For this information, social media insights is far better suited if there is a social 
media strategy in place. 

Keeping track of consumers’ behaviours provides DMOs with a solid basis for audience segmentation and 
targeting, with regards to search habits, popular items to purchase, the average spend, frequency of 
purchases, average customer reviews, time spent on channels. DMOs should take time and use the 
resources available to discover information about their existing audience. The existing audience is a subset 
of your overall target audience, so these insights will be incredibly valuable with regards to data analysis and 
further targeting. 

Key takeaways 

Ultimately, the success of your online marketing and targeting, and of course your destination, depends on 
the extent of which you know your target audience. It is only until you target, reach and engage the correct 
audience using big data that you, as a DMO, will be able to generate customer loyalty and satisfaction, 
which in turn will generate higher levels of engagement and more bookings to visit your destination. Data 
driven solutions have already improved customer targeting capabilities significantly, so DMOs really should 
use these to their maximum potential.

 https://www.spotx.tv/resources/blog/spotxer/the-evolution-of-ott-scale-standardization-targeting-measurement-and-innovation/4
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CHANNEL REVIEW 

Marketing channels refer to a method or platform used for marketing activities. Examples of these can range 
from print marketing channels such as TV ads, magazines and brochures to digital formats such as 
websites, social media and email. Marketing channels can also come in the form of affiliate marketing, apps, 
blogs, press releases, SEO, PPC, SMS marketing and many more. Lost? Never fear, this section will cover 
various types of marketing channels and also the best types to use for your target market. 

Expert opinions - which channels are right for your DMO? 

Thankfully, there is absolutely no need to cover every possible channel for your destination marketing. Select 
a few that work for your organisation, based on research, data and past results, and perfect them – 
ensuring each channel is beautifully curated to impact the specific and desired target audience. It is 100% 
better to master a few, rather than spreading yourself too thin. 

According to CoSchedule, the most effective marketing channels are: 

• Website/blog - ties in with SEO, all about content, appearing on SERPs, organic traffic 
• SEO (Search Engine Optimisation) - most website traffic comes from SEO 82% of marketers perceive their 

SEO efforts as being effective . This traffic is usually a top KPI for marketers. 5

• Email marketing - still as reliable and as effective as ever. Campaign Monitor state that email produces $38 
in revenue for every $1. 

• Organic social media marketing - organic reach starting to declining on social media platforms such as 
Facebook, despite this social media still offers brand value. Ensure there is a social strategy in place first 
and choose a small number of platforms to master rather than focusing on every platform. 

• Video/YouTube - YouTube is now considered the wold’s second largest search engine, as consumers 
often prefer to watch a demonstration of a product, to learn how something works, or to learn about a 
destination before they commit to a booking. 

• PPC - organic traffic is a great method to consider in order to grow your audience. PPC, however, usually 
works best for driving conversions – generally because when consumers click on an ad they are ready to 
make a purchase. According to CleverClicks, PPC converts 50% more traffic than organic search alone, 
and a combination of both is the ultimate dream team. 

For the time being, your DMO should specify the following three points: 

1. The channels you are using at present. 
2. The channels you will look to add to your strategy. 
3. The channels which could be paused. 

 https://coschedule.com/marketing-strategy/marketing-channels/5
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Remember, if a channel is not producing the results which you require, it may be time to reconsider whether 
the channel should be embedded within your marketing strategy. 

Databox asked marketers to name, in their opinion, the most effective channel for reaching their desired 
audience. An overwhelming 79% of these marketers named content marketing (through organic traffic) as 
the most effective channel, with email marketing and social media marketing coming in 2nd with 44%. 

Image from https://databox.com/best-channel-to-reach-your-target-customer 

Tactics for targeting via channels 

• Find and understand your customers – define your relationship with them and BE your customer, where 
do they spend time? 

• Create content – tailor it to your audience and be strategic, helps to rank high on SERPs. 
• Build a process – search keywords, find related searches and optimise page and blog titles, write a well-

researched and interesting article, SEO your article, distribute and promote your content on selected 
channels where your audience spend their time. 

• Create goals for each piece of content – should have a clear focus and mission. 
• Quality matters! 
• Expand reach with excellent content promotion. 
• Have an SEO strategy. 
• Engage with your audience including responding to questions. 
• Send targetted emails. 
• Promote your brand at events. 

And most importantly… 

• Specify your tactics for each of your targets! 
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Like your customers, one size does not fit all, so whatever your target, switch up your strategy to ensure 
you’re smashing your individual goals. Eventually, all the pieces in your overall marketing strategy will fit 
together and work as a powerful, innovative and relevant targeting machine. 

ADVERTISEMENT FORMATS 

The following table will introduce various types of advertising that DMOs could utilise to increase awareness 
of their brand and destination. A lot of these advertising forms will, probably, already be used in your 
marketing strategy. However, we have compiled the positives and negatives of each advertising format so 
you can see whether your advertisements are as effective as possible and if another advertising form will 
augment your pre-existent strategy.  

Programmatic Advertising 

Programmatic advertising (PA) creates web-based personalised advertisements to potential consumers, in 
real time. The DMO can select the interest, age, gender and language of a potential viewer of the advert. 
The growth of PA has been dramatic. Its global worth is estimated to be £15 billion. 

The Positives 
PA is effective as directly broadcast advertisements 
to a DMO’s target audience. To elaborate, a DMO’s 
target audience’s web cookies and, perhaps, mobile 
app data can be utilised to produce realtime 
advertisements. For instance, if a user is looking at a 
particular page on the DMO’s website a similar 
activity, food or accommodation could be instantly 
suggested to the interested customers.  

PA is easy to access as various platforms will project 
a DMO’s advert, such as, the Google Display 
Network (GDN). The GDN will display text, image, 
interactive and video ads on relevant websites; to 
those who are interested. GDN will also supply 
feedback on your budget and effectiveness of the 
campaign. 

The Negatives 
PA relies solely on a computer’s analysis, therefore 
there may be improper placement of a DMO’s 
advertisement. For instance, the advert may be 
placed next to sensitive material.  

Some customers might notice the DMO’s PA, as 
they will notice that they are constantly targetted by 
the same advertisements. Therefore, some 
customers can feel that it is an invasion of privacy. 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Display Advertising 

Display advertising conveys a commercial message through a visual medium, such as, text, logos, videos, 
animations and photographs. DMOs can utilise display advertising on their own website for internal 
content or to advertise their destination on a social media platform. 

The Positives 
Display advertising works well because it is a 
quintessential part of traditional marketing media, 
such as billboards, posters and newspaper 
advertisements.  

Display advertising utilised in conjunction with PA 
would ensure that the striking content would interest 
potential customers.  

Digital display advertisement is not expensive. The 
cost is proportional and revolves around the size 
and placement on the host’s website. 

The Negatives 
There is an issue of ‘Banner blindness’. The 
multitude of advertisements that a consumer is 
bombarded by means that the overall effectiveness 
of Display advertisements in reduced. Some 
consumers have stopped looking at certain content 
or areas on a web page just to avoid adverts.  

PPC Advertising

Pay Per Click (PPC), is essentially when the traffic through an advert for the DMO’s website will be 
monitored per click and the DMO will pay for the advert depending on how successful it is.

The Positives 
PPC advertising retargets customers who have 
previously clicked on the advert. Only 2% of visitors 
that click in the advert will become customers. 
Retargeting the potential customers will increase the 
likelihood of a consumer making a booking.  

PPC advertisement is cost effective because a DMO 
would only pay for the advertisement when the 
advert is clicked on.  

PPC advertisement is trackable. If the amount of 
clicks on the advert is insufficient to the need of the 
DMO, then they would to adjust where the 
advertisement is placed. 

The Negatives 
PPC advertising means that many people click on 
the advertisement, if it is in a favourable place. 
Although, this does not mean that the consumer will 
make a booking. 

Another issue that is consistent throughout digital 
advertisement is, again, advertisement apathy, due 
to the volume of advertisements that consumers 
persistently see.
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Native Advertising 

Native advertising (NA) portrays adverts in a similar format to the rest of the website. They are seamlessly 
integrated and not instantly recognisable as an advertisement. By 2020, it is estimated that 63% of mobile 
display ad spending will be on NA.  

The Positives 
The placement of a NA is in a position where future 
consumers are already looking.  

NAs tend to be more effective. They attract up to 
three times more time and attention than traditional 
mobile app adverts.  

NAs increase brand recognition and appeal. The 
trust the consumer places in the website or brand 
that holds the NA facilitates trust toward the DMO.

The Negatives 
Consumers reading the content may feel taken 
advantage of, if there was not a clear indication that 
the NA was an ad. 

If the platform that the DMO is working with is 
associated with something unfavourable then it can 
make the DMO look bad. 

NA can be more costly as it could require the DMO 
to hire someone externally, for example, to write an 
article about their location.  

NAs will not immediately increase traffic to the DMO 
website/product. 

Video Advertising

Video advertisement (VA), in a digital setting, is any advertisement that utilises video.

The Positives 
VAs have a wide reach – five billion videos are 
watched on YouTube each day.  

Videos have a highly shareable nature. Indeed, more 
than one billion videos are shared daily across social 
media platforms. This is particularly poignant if the 
video is a form of NA.  

VA can take the form of ‘in-stream’ advertisements. 
These are the videos that play before video content 
on Youtube and Facebook videos, meaning that VAs 
fit cohesively with programmatic advertisements. 

The Negatives 
Although, there are some issues with ‘in-stream’ 
video advertisements. Frequently, there is the ‘skip 
ad in 5 seconds’ feature so DMOs would need to 
create a good and comprehensive video which is 
five seconds long, which can be a difficult task. 

Splash Screen Advertising 

A splash screen is a full page advert that is conjured after an app or website has finished loading. Splash 
Screen Advertisements can be used on a DMO’s own website or on another website

The Positives 
If Splash Screen Advertising is used on the DMO’s 
own website or app, the format will look more 
professional. 

The Viewer will look at the advert, unlike Display 
advertising. 

The Negatives 
Splash Screen Advertising is not necessary as part 
of an organisation’s branding. For example, most of 
the highly visited websites do not have splash 
pages. 

Splash Screen Advertising may frustrate the viewer 
as they cannot avoid it without clicking off it. 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How to compliment traditional media in digital and maximise combined results 

How can DMOs formulate a marketing strategy that incorporates both digital and traditional marketing 
techniques? Firstly, the aims of the advertising campaign in conjunction with the DMO’s target audience 
must be understood; in order to maximise the effectiveness of a combination of traditional and digital 
platforms.  

One common aim, which traditional media facilitates effectively, is brand awareness. Traditional media will 
cast a wide net for brand awareness that will reach a lot of people, repeatedly, particularly through TV 
adverts. However traditional media is not as selective as digital media, where the exact target audience can 
be reached through Programmatic Advertising. Furthermore, digital media enables DMOs to understand 
and evaluate the effectiveness of their advertisements, in particular via website hits or the purchasing of a 
product, and also allows them to assess whether their strategy needs to be adjusted.    

Encouraging brand awareness, through traditional mediums, will only be appropriate for certain audiences. 
Ostensibly, a DMO’s television advertisements would work well for older customers and not for a younger 
demographic. For instance, brand awareness is cultivated, for younger generations, through digital 
platforms. For example, Flash Pack’s ‘The Ultimate Finland Winter Adventure’ advert utilises the travel 
blogger Jones Around the World to showcase their destination. The video therefore targets those who 
frequently use YouTube to watch travel content, who tend to be younger. On the other hand, and posted to 
Youtube, the TV advert ‘Norwegian Cruise Line TV Commercial’ is clearly aimed for families, as a result of 
the brief snippets of activities elaborated. 

Traditional media faces the issue of limited space and time-slots, which therefore results in the information 
being shared also limited. For instance, the ‘Norwegian Cruise Line TV Commercial’ TV advert is only thirty 
seconds long and does not give information about the activities shown. Yet the ‘The Ultimate Finland Winter 
Adventure’ provides much more information because it follows a more subtle form of advertising, native 
advertising, and includes a detailed itinerary and video diary of the blogger’s experience. The advert 
therefore entices the blogger’s followers to not just recognise the brand but to also book a trip. The wealth 

Immersive advertising 

Immersive advertising is advertisement that utilises Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR)  and 360 
Degree videos.

The Positives 
Immersive advertisement allows DMOs to be a lot 
more creative in their advertisement campaigns, 
which will increase the interest of the consumer. 

360 degree videos can be viewed as a normal 
video, a platform such as YouTube.     

The Negatives 
VR and AR have a limited audience, as not that 
many people possess the right equipment to view 
this sort of media. 

Immersive adverts are expensive to produce, as 
they will need to be filmed on specialist equipment 
and would require a lot of time to produce. 
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of information and digital media available to display on YouTube is due to the lack of a time limit for the 
length of the piece. 

Traditional media can be utilised to project the name of the brand and their website or social media 
platform, which is shown with the ‘Norwegian Cruise Line TV Commercial’’s endorsement of their website. 
The DMO’s online platforms will then expand on details about the destination and the company. Therefore, 
digital media follows on to supply more information, encouraging consumers to then book a trip. However, 
digital media can be viewed as superior as one piece of advertising covers many marketing objectives, like 
brand recognition and product showcasing.  

To conclude, traditional and digital media can compliment each other for a DMO’s marketing strategy. 
Traditional media facilitates brand recognition to a lot of people, especially older potential customers. Then, 
digital media supplies more information and encourages brand recognition with younger generations. 
However, digital media does supply more valuable information, such as the effectiveness of the various 
adverting aims and can be targetted at the specific audience. Furthermore, one piece of digital advertising 
can serve to encourage many advertising aims, such as brand awareness and the purchasing of a product. 
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TARGETING AND DISTRIBUTION THROUGHOUT THE VISITOR CYCLE 

The best channels and advertising techniques for each stage of the visitor cycle 

As we already mentioned in Chapter 2 “The Visitor Cycle”, we identified 6 stages or phases that travellers 
go through from the moment they are inspired by the destination to the moment they take the decision to 
travel, book the products and services and share the experiences with their peers.  

 

A customer’s journey starts with awareness of the destination, when they discover it, which is followed by a 
real interest when they start considering it as a holiday destination. The planning phase is perhaps the most 
important because it precedes the conversion, which means in this phase consumers need to find all the 
information they need before making an actual buying decision. They then experience the destination during 
their stay and share their experiences through social media, online reviews or traditionally thought word-of-
mouth with their peers. 

When we talk about targeting and distribution of messages that are supposedly aimed at promoting the 
destination to attract tourism, the methods and tools used to target visitors and, most of all, the channels 
used to target them, differ throughout the visitor journey. Some of them can be used in more than one 
phase of the journey, of course, but it is fundamental to, first of all, acknowledge the different stages of the 
cycle according to the type of visitors and your destination, and subsequently understand which messages, 
channels and advertising formats are optimal along the funnel of travel services and products. 

As we mentioned in Chapter 2, the visitor cycle has dramatically changed and evolved in time with the shift 
of consumers’ preferences in travel and thanks to the improvement in technology that enables travellers to 
be always connected and find the answers to their questions at any moment online. This can be considered 
both a huge opportunity but also a limitation, because reaching consumers on such a personal basis and 
being able to measure the efficacy of the communication has become easier and easier thanks to 
technology, but it has also paved the way to a tougher competition.  

DMOs need to understand the journey of their visitors and set a strategy to target them and distribute the 
messages online. Of course, at every stage of the visitor cycle correspond different channels and targeting 
actions. We will draw a general picture hereby to explain which channels and targeting measures are 
suggested to distribute the promotional messages that will attract visitors to the destination in an online 
environment. 
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Stage 1: Awareness 
In this phase, users get to know about the destination for the first time and your DMO website as well as the 
other channels are only few among the million other destinations. It is much more likely that in this phase 
users get to know the destination by randomly surfing the web and social media, attracted by hero videos 
and attractive imagery. We think that in this phase traditional advertisement on offline media like TV spots 
still work, but they might not work as efficiently along the other phases of the visitor cycle. In this phase you 
are putting the brand in front of the public, be it generic public or very specific target audience strategically 
decided. Great awareness can be achieved through: 

Stage 2: Interest 
As for the Awareness stage, the Interest stage sees a bit more active involvement from the user. In this 
phase, users start becoming knowledgeable about the destination through its channels and to look for 
information online and offline. Therefore they pass from a passive to an active role, they start making their 
own research about the destination and take as much inspiration as possible that has to fulfil their main 
goal: take a decision about a visit, a holiday or an escapade from home. The targeting techniques in this 
phase are very similar to the previous phase, but here SEO starts having an important role. The user is 
already interested in your destination and is actively making research about activities and places in line with 
his interests and idea of holiday. It is therefore very important in this phase that your websites and social 
media have relevant search-engine-optimised content ready for the user. This also means that you need to 
advertise your destination and its offering through pay-per-click advertisement and retargeting display ads. 
(More explanations on this will follow in the next chapter). 
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Targeting Tactics Channels

Sponsored Posts: Hero content Social media channels: Facebook/Instagram, 
YouTube

Display Ads using Google Display Networks Search engines, relevant websites

Native/Video/Splash Screen/Immersive ads DMO website, social media, relevant websites

Print marketing Traditional printed media such as posters/brochures 
at travel agencies, big wallpapers in cities or ads on 
printed media.

Advocacy and collaborations with influencers Social media and traditional press media

Targeting Tactics Channels

Sponsored Posts: Hero and Hub content Social media channels: Facebook/Instagram

Display Ads using Google Display Networks Search engines, relevant websites

Native/Video ads with PPC Social media, relevant websites

Print marketing Traditional printed media: articles about the 
destination’s offering

SEO oriented blog posts and online articles DMO website, online press media



Stage 3 and 4: Planning and Conversion 
These phases are considered by many as the most important ones of the cycle for a simple reason: during 
these two decisive moments, the user takes the active decision to visit your destination and is ready to buy 
the tickets to get there, which means conversion. It is worth to mention that not for all DMOs the visitor 
journey involves conversion, but even if not through the DMOs’ direct booking tools, it is your organisation’s 
objective to drive desire for the destination and leads and conversion to your stakeholders. 

During these phases, retargeting and remarking techniques are fundamental to drive the consumer to a 
decision about travel and to book the services that will compose the tourism experience such as travel, 
accommodation, attractions and other products and services. It is therefore important that the content on 
your website is SEO oriented, as in the interest phase, but most of all that it can drive real conversion 
through active links to offers and services. In the planning and conversion phases, you should make good 
use of retargeting, through display ads, but also remarketing, through efficient email campaigns that are 
used to remind consumers that their purchase hasn’t been completed and stimulate conversion. 

Tip: especially in the planning phase it’s very important to show potential visitors the experiences they can 
live at the destination. When planning posts about the experiences make sure to share blog posts from your 
DMO website on social media or embed social posts into articles, and make sure they are inspired enough 
to discover more and click on the links. In the conversion phase, if your DMO is not selling services, you 
should promote and tag your stakeholder’s products as much as possible. 

Stage 5: Experience 
In this phase, those who were once online users or potential customers have successfully been converted 
into visitors and have started their tourism experience at the destination. The role of the DMO in this stage is 
to provide assistance and information to the visitors on the spot and, where possible, stimulate them to visit 
the information centre or any other substitute of this service, such as chatbots or local greeters/guides that 
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Targeting Tactics Channels

Sponsored Posts: Hub and Hygiene content linked 
to real offers and services to purchase such as 
tickets for attractions, experiences at the 
destination, etc.

Social media channels: Facebook videos/posts 
about experiences at the destination; Instagram 
posts and stories with swipe-up link, YouTube ads.

Display Ads using Google Display Networks Search engines, relevant websites

Programmatic Advertisement Social media and relevant websites according to 
target market

Print marketing for Planning Traditional printed media: articles about the 
destination’s offering

SEO oriented blog posts and online articles DMO website, online press media



can help them discover more about the destination while they visit. This stage is strongly interlinked with the 
6th and last phase, Sharing. 

Tip: Try to comment as mush as possible to your visitors’ social media posts while they experience the 
destination, keep track of the hashtags used to share the experiences and provide tips and tricks to help 
them get the most out of their visit. 

Stage 6: Sharing 
Nowadays, visitors start sharing their experiences about the destination while they visit, so they become 
advocates of the destination stimulating the creation of multiple new visitor cycles with their peers, that 
hopefully will imitate their friends on social media and consider that destination for their own holidays. 
But if. At this point, both the DMO and the local stakeholders have hopefully managed to save data about 
those visitors and can use it to stimulate sharing action, such as leaving feedback on online review websites 
or share stories on social media. They can therefore monitor the feedback provided by the visitors and 
stimulate the creation of a new visitor cycle to convert those people into loyal returning customers.  

Tip: Sharing the experiences and the stories is a great advocacy for your destination and you should keep 
in mind that both your visitors and local residents are a very strong means to market your destination 
through powerful word of mouth. It’s therefore fundamental that you monitor the online sharing activity and 
be present where possible to thank your visitors for coming and sharing their stories. 
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Targeting Tactics Channels

Online chatbots or tourism assistants Facebook Messenger, DMO website chat, physical 
or virtual info points, hotel guest services.

Programmatic Advertisement based on location Social media and relevant websites according to 
target market and based on current location.

Location-based content share In case your visitors have given consent to any 
specific app to show their location and receive 
updates (e.g. i-beacon technology) you can push 
content about what is happening at the destination 
while they visit and stimulate additional conversion.

SEO oriented blog posts and online articles with 
particular focus on “what to do” at your destination

DMO website, online press media.

Targeting Tactics Channels

Social listening and research by hashtag Social media, Social monitoring and listening tools

Remarketing techniques to stimulate feedback Email marketing, surveys to the customer



Retargeting and remarketing across the cycle 

Retargeting and remarketing allow brands to reach customers who are more likely to complete a call to 
action (CTA) than first-time visitors, which is an incredibly important strategy within marketing efforts. 
Retargeting and remarketing have similar goals, but there are differences between the two concepts with 
regards to their strategies. 

Retargeting 
With the average conversion rate being a mere 2%, there is a clear need to reach out to the remaining 
98% . That’s where retargeting comes into play. Retargeting strategies enable brands to capture those 6

visiting their websites who aren’t completing CTAs, such as booking a trip – meaning the brand is receiving 
the traffic, but they’re not generating the sales, and that’s the important bit. 

How does it work? 
Usually, retargeting refers to online ad placements and/or display ads. These target users who have 
previously interacted with your site without completing a conversion or CTA. As soon as a visitor lands on 
your site and completes an action, a cookie is set within their browser. A cookie is a piece of data that 
enables the future tracking of websites the user visits. Information gathered from this action is used to 
retarget the user with a variety of ads linked to their site movements, once they have left the site. 

These ads are distributed by third parties, like the Google Display Network, permitting the brand’s ads to 
appear on other sites that the same user is visiting on a regular basis. These ads only appear for users who 
have previously visited the site but haven’t yet completed a CTA – this is why it is called ‘retargeting’ as you 
are targeting the visitor again. 

Facebook has absolutely perfected the art of retargeting through their choice in sponsored ads per user. 
Retargeting campaigns display higher levels of engagement compared to non-retargeting campaigns. In 
essence, it is much easier to market and advertise to those who have previously shown an interest in your 
product, service, or destination. 

Remarketing 
Remarketing is often confused with retargeting. This confusion is aided by Google’s Remarketing Tools, 
which are essentially retargeting tools. The truth is, retargeting and remarketing do share common goals, 
but each possess a different strategy. Remarketing usually refers to email marketing via campaigns to re-
engage customers – all from their inbox. It works by gathering user information and creating lists, which are 
then used to distribute sales emails. The strategy uses tactics such as emailing customers who have 
abandoned their shopping basket or who have added items to their wish list. Additionally, customers could 
also be emailed regarding items searched for as a ‘favourite’. This method works well, as the potential 

 https://www.outbrain.com/help/advertisers/retargeting-remarketing/6
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customer has already expressed an interest in a certain product, service or destination, but was unable to 
complete the CTA while on the site in question. 

AgilOne conducted a study and discovered that the most effective remarketing emails fall under three 
categories: 

1. Products on sale - discounts on products/services previously liked or viewed 
2. VIP Treatment - outreach treating the consumer like a VIP 
3. Cart Abandonment - reminder emails 

In essence, remarketing is intended to increase the conversion rate for potential customers who have 
already interacted with your site. 

Premarketing 
If brands take a look at the foundation of the technology behind their remarketing efforts, and look into the 
analytics, they are able to take remarketing to the next level. This can be achieved by discovering the latest 
connections between events, and then utilising advertising to facilitate the timeframe and influence the 
association of the brand for the specific events. This has been classed as ‘Premarketing™’.  

DMOs should consider what their consumer is doing prior to booking a trip to the destination, and need to 
think about the power of a strategic brand influence. Brands like McDonalds plant seeds of desire into their 
consumer’s minds, keeping their brand top-of-mind, in spite of where their consumer may be on their 
purchase and/or visitor cycle.  

DMOs cannot wait for their visitors to find them. It is more effective and efficient to reach out to them if you 
understand their movements prior to booking. Why not premarket to them while remaining top-of-mind and 
fast-track the sales process? DMOs need not a huge budget to achieve this level of brand perception for 
influence intentions. Simply knowing your audience and how best to target them can keep you ahead of the 
game. 

Key Takeaways 

Despite the associated differences between the two concepts of retargeting and remarking, the two terms 
really have the same key collective goal. Essentially, both are fabulous ways to interact with your target 
audience before, during and after they display an interest in your destination or complete a booking. But 
really, each is a driving force which should be implemented into DMO’s strategies in order to increase 
conversions from those who are most likely to visit your destination. With a focus on paid ads, email 
campaigns and the continuation of your brand visibility, the two concepts together compliment each other 
beautifully to be truly effective in increasing e-commerce conversion and should be highly strategised as a 
whole within DMOs’ marketing strategies. 
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TIPS AND TRICKS 

When it comes to the application of all the above-mentioned rules and formats of advertisement for 
targeting and distribution, it might be a little tricky as a destination to fully understand what is the best 
option according to your strategies. The rule is that there are no rules, the targeting and distribution journey 
is quite subject to your own destination’s general goals, tourism value proposition, products and services 
and most of all to your visitors. For some destinations targeting might appear easier than for others, 
especially if there is no conversion goal and the aim is to get visitors through the awareness, interest and 
planning phases with social media posts and online articles that can be easily measured with analytics and 
insights from those platforms. 

To help you on your targeting and distribution across the visitor cycle we are going to provide in this chapter 
some useful tips and tricks based on best practices and cases of the DMOs realm who have either 
mastered their targeting tactics through the use of data and advertising or completely messed up with the 
communication about their destinations. 

1. Brand consistency vs. brand creativity  

When we talk about targeting, as we mentioned advertising a lot, the role of the brand is always implied in 
the topic, because how you promote your destination has a lot to do with how you communicate your 
brand to the public. As we saw in Chapter 4 “Shaping the Brand”, consistency in communication is 
fundamental as every distributed message has to be consistent with the destination brand and identity. To 
make your communication consistent you need a clear set of internal rules and a shared knowledge of 
which tone of voice and style is in line with the brand. Sometimes, though, the best campaigns in 
destination marketing are those that break the rules and stimulate curiosity from the visitors. If a user 
watches a very catchy video about a place but there is no branding on it, it might stimulate higher visits 
exactly because the user wants to know more about the place even if there is no clear branding portrayed. 
In this case we say that sometimes letting creativity run free instead of obeying brand consistency can 
generate interesting scenarios. It might be great to stimulate new leads at the early stages of the visitor 
cycle but remember that after Interest consistency is fundamental to drive planning and conversion and all 
the communication should be aligned and consistent with the brand. Important rule: even when you let 
creativity flow, always make sure you know your customers and try to match the language you’re using and 
the tone you’re delivering it in to their expectations. 

2. From big campaigns to always-on 

With tight budgets, choosing the right strategy and channels to promote the destination might result difficult 
and going for one big advertising campaign can be tempting for a DMO. But nowadays, with so many free 
to low-cost channels that can be used for promotion the trend is to go in the opposite direction, from one 
big campaign to an ongoing distribution of small campaigns, or, let’s call it ‘Always-on’ content.  
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Because of the shift in online content consumption which is increasing every day, s, be present at all time 
with new and fresh content about the destination. This is needed to survive in the online marketplace and to 
stay competitive and also translates in constantly creating content. For this reason we call it ‘Always-on’ 
content, as we highlighted in Chapter 6 of the Transformation “Content & Engagement”, and it’s a secret to 
success in targeting and distribution, with a shift to posting more frequently and continuously instead of 
launching one big campaign. 

However, it is not a simple case of creating new content. It is ensuring the content is relevant to the specific 
audience and distributed on the right channels at the right time whilst also demonstrating a diversity of 
interests and experiences.  

How can you become an always-on destination? With these 5 tips: 

1. Be Agile  
In today’s fluid marketplace, it is important to be agile and be ready to respond quickly to new trends, 
changes in consumer behaviour and new technology to stay competitive and relevant.  
2. Trial and Error 
One of the best ways to identify what works and what doesn’t work is through trial and error. Don’t be afraid 
to try new things and think outside the box. It is also important to consistently review campaigns and 
conversions to see what is working and where so as to tweak your future campaigns to achieve the most 
effective reach and results.  
3. Brand first 
Identify your core brand values and then align everything else to this, these values should not change. Your 
destination brand is the foundation of your messaging and positioning, and strong brand values mean your 
campaigns will always remain consistent even if they are varied.  
4. Constantly optimise 
Always-on content involves constant reviewing, adapting, refining and optimising. If your content is doing 
well, review it as maybe it could do even better! Try not to become complacent. Also, changes in the market 
may mean changes to your content, even if it’s something small, it is always worth doing.  
5. Personalise your message  
Adapt your content and personalise it to meet each market need. For example, San Diego Tourism has 
developed its presence on platforms such as WeChat and Weibo to directly engage with the Chinese 
market. This is important if you want to capture each specific market’s attention, and don’t forget, brand 
first to maintain consistency.  

3. Ad tactics 

Each year, the trends and techniques used in marketing, in particular in advertising and targeting efforts, 
evolve. Here are our most vital techniques and tactics for strategic and effective advertising, relevant for 
today’s digital market: 
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• Grab the attention of your customer quickly – the attention span of our society is getting shorter 
every year. Once they’re hooked, keep them interested. 

• Don’t go overboard with your social media promotions – reach is still vital, but frequency has to be 
addressed. Learn how often to advertise, as constantly placing ads in front of the same audience risks 
damaging your brand. 

• Take advantage of personalisation – data available about consumers means a truly personalised 
approach. Be careful – there is a fine line between personalised emails and messages and an invasion of 
privacy through access to specific personal data. 

• Make each and every word count – on average, only 28% of an ad or article are read by the consumer. 
That’s 72% of your content that isn’t being read at all. So, carefully consider the words you use in your 
advertising efforts – getting to the point quickly is not easy, but is essential now more than ever before. 

Starting with the stats 
Millions of people are constantly searching for ideas, inspiration and information for their next trip. This 
results in endless lists of the most popular travel keywords used by consumers on search engines. DMOs 
should research these top keywords, and ensure that the relevant ones are tactfully embedded within their 
ads. It cannot be argued that a huge chunk of travel industry consumers plan and book far in advance, so 
have your ads and offers up and running in good time, catching those forward-thinking customers quickly 
with ads that appeal directly and match with popular searches. Of course, there will be a proportion of your 
audience who will be booking last minute, so don’t forget to include your last minute deals too. 

Key moments for marketing 
As we highlighted before, there are 5 key moments for DMOs to convert their potential consumers into 
active consumers, detailed below: 

1. Awareness – consumers get to know the destination because they hear about it or see an ad online. 
2. Interest – the initial process of fantasising about destinations to visit, and searching for ideas. 
3. Planning – the consideration stage, where consumers start taking a look at transportation, 

accommodation and experiences to do at the destination, evaluating costs and timing. 
4. Conversion – consumers have finalised decisions and make their reservations. 
5. Experience – consumers are at the destination but continue the search for experiences and attractions 

to do and see while at the destination. 

DMOs should use these five moments to influence their target audience via strategically altered ads 
reflecting these stages. The aim here would be to influence throughout the consumer’s journey, leading to 
conversions. 

Mobile searches 
Consumers often switch from searching via their desktops to searching from their mobile phones, meaning 
DMOs have to become equality as flexible and adaptable to meet these consumer needs and trends. 
Research suggests that the majority of users searching via their mobile phones are looking for ideas and 
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making price comparisons, whereas the majority of users on desktops are at the stage of booking. 
Generally, users start their search on mobile, and complete their journey via desktop. 

DMOs should take care to target their ad campaigns for the appropriate audience, on the appropriate 
device. Mobile ad copy should grasp the attention of the consumer immediately, maintain their focus, 
generate interest, provide inspiration and create demand – not a small task! Once this is established on 
mobile, DMOs can then look to convert these offers onto desktop. 

Bidding on brand terms 
Even if your organic search results are fabulous, to give your DMO that extra boost it deserves, it never 
hurts to bid a little higher to gain ground on competitors. There’s always a chance that potential consumers 
could click on your competitor’s ads, so we would advise running your own PPC ads. According to Bing 
Ads, brands can see a 44% increase in paid and organic clicks when bidding on their own brand terms. 
DMOs should look to bid heavily on their own search terms in order to fully maximise their visibility on 
SERPs. 

Doing it right 
As previously mentioned in this chapter, all first results on SERPs (Search Engine Results Pages) are paid 
results, so consider these tips to increase your ad ranking: 

• Boost your quality score by including relevant, valuable content on your site and in the ad. 
• Use search terms as your keywords. 
• Use Google’s keyword tool. 
• Improve your website using SEO and optimised content. 
• Include main keywords in the meta tags of your website. 

Decide the types of ad your DMO will use in their campaigns, and spend time perfecting them. Here’s a list 
of the main types of ads to incorporate in your strategies: 

• Display ads 
• Search ads 
• Shopping ads 
• Video ads 
• Event marketing 
• Email marketing 
• Mobile ads 
• Social media ads 

Remember: focus on a few and master them – don’t spread yourself too thin. 
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4. Learn from the best! - Best practices in targeting and data 

Singapore Tourism Board 

Singapore aims to be an agile, creative and bold destination marketing organisation that inspires and 
delivers results. In order to do this, in 2018 they developed a new strategy and approach to achieve 
marketing effectiveness by changing the structure of the team and the strategy to deal with data and create 
more targetted and qualitative content.  

STB made a clear strategic distinction between visitors in the passive and active stage. The former identifies 
the consumers that are not actively searching for information about the destination; the latter identifies those 
that have already expressed an interest for the destination or that already find themselves in the decision-
making process for a visit to Singapore. At the passive stage, the objective is to reach a potential consumer 
showing Singapore as a potential tourism destination through standard marketing campaigns, media and 
content partnerships that focus on the attractiveness of the destination and the pre-disposition of 
consumers towards it. At the active stage, the focus is on closing the deal with consumers and convincing 
them to visit Singapore. This is done through call-to-action and re-targeting activities. 

Moreover, in order to dig deeper into target audience insights, STB’s technology team created the 
Singapore Tourism Analytics Network, a data management & analytics hub to draw analysis and insights 
from multiple and different data sets. The system gives the possibility to respond relevantly to specific 
targets, generating leads and driving conversions. Another tool that was developed by STB is the Data 
Management Platform, specifically for marketing, where information  such as cookie data and digital 
identifiers are used to create custom audiences that are then plugged into the programmatic environment to 
create more personalised content. This enables them to have a centralised view of how they want to reach 
consumers digitally and a central hub for information that aggregates the latest destination content and 
services, facilitating its distribution and updating seamlessly across partners and platforms. The focus is on 
driving “audience quality” instead of just metrics such as reach and impressions.  

Additionally, STB has created a centralised Tourism Data Hub that gathers information from the mentioned 
platforms but is accessible from external partners. The goal of the hub is to gather real-time insights and 
enable the destination and partners to monitor campaigns and digital activities, to react in a timely manner 
to opportunities, to measure performance and KPIs and share results. This will help STB and the partners to 
create highly targetted and personalised content and to better drive leads and conversion with promotional 
deals. 

Fjord Norway 

Fjord Norway is the official tourism board for the promotion of Western Norway and it operates with the 
industry as a media agency helping partners targeting and retargeting consumers efficiently based on 
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consumer insights. Using data, Fjord Norway has a clear understanding of how far along the funnel 
consumers are and how to push them further towards conversion.  
The DMO collects data from all communication and marketing activities and supports the travel planning 
phase of consumers by integrating various partner booking systems directly on Fjord Norway's website to 
facilitate a seamless booking process for international consumers and also to drive traffic directly to the 
partners’ websites and booking systems. 

Through all the marketing activities, the DMO has been able to gather big data that can be used by the 
partners to re-target on, providing the industry with access to this data pool and insights that are able to 
open up opportunities for a larger amount of the industry in exchange of fewer investments per partner. This 
enabled a network of information and access to tools that can better convert consumers that have shown 
an interest in the destination and partner products, even with a small budget.  

Fjord Norway identified their reason to be as a DMO, ensuring they add value to the destination ecosystem 
through a strong support of destinations and businesses within the Fjord region with their international 
marketing. They enable partners to better target and convert and they also share insights with Innovation 
Norway, the national tourist board. 

I Amsterdam - Look at Real Time Data 

Supporting the visitor at the experience stage of the funnel is a major conundrum for tourism organisations, 
who have traditionally focused heavily on branding. However it is increasingly being asked of them to 
consider this and optimising the product experience is part and parcel of great marketing, so this cannot be 
overlooked.  

Real-time data coming from attractions, hotels, airports, transportation providers, beacons and even people 
can help to improve the visitor experience. In the case of Amsterdam city tourism board, they were able to 
use data collected from the attractions’ waiting times for visitors, and they created a heat map on their 
website to show the best times to visit attractions when nobody else is there or, even better, how to 'avoid 
the hot-spots' and discover instead other hidden gems in the city. 
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This enabled Amsterdam Tourism to improve the visitor experience while dealing with overtourism through 
the use of data, showing it with a ‘gamification’ approach on the tourism website emulating the waiting 
times signs shown for attractions at theme parks. 

Geneva Tourism 

The Swiss city tourism board of Geneva adopted a data and insight led approach to create their marketing 
strategies. Thanks to the partnership with data analysis companies QlikView and Tableau, the tourism board 
implemented dashboards to replace common reporting tools such as Excel and to enable teams to be more 
productive and spend less time in the creation of reports.  

Through the analytics platforms, Geneva tourism is able to monitor and analyse activities in different areas 
such as google analytics, hotel reservation data, tourism products sales, city cards, guides, etc. and track 
consumer trends and buying behaviour through data on the usage of cards. This gave them the ability to 
successfully create user profiles that can be used as reference for better targeting in marketing. 
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5. Use PR to complement Ad strategy 

Public relations can be highly advantageous, to a DMO, as a means to augment their advertising strategy. 
The more fun or absurd nature the message of the advertising campaign, the more successful the 
campaign will be. The wider message that a DMO wishes to distribute can be circulated further than the 
initial reach of the DMO’s advertising strategy, particularly if the strategy is picked up by international news 
sources. 

Tourism Australia  
Tourism Australia wanted to tackle the main issue for those travelling to Australia, the cost. Therefore in 
2013 it worked with many brands to create the ‘Best Jobs in the World’, which was a global youth 
programme. In this programme, Tourism Australia targetted young people from the countries eligible to 
obtain an Australian Working Visa. The aim was to highlight to young people how they could explore 
Australia, in an affordable manner. Many of the people they chose to represent their campaign came from 
notoriously cold countries such as Ireland, the UK and Canada. The campaign was more secure for the 
potential customer, as they had jobs lined up with Citibank Dell, IKEA, Monster.com and Sony Music. The 
campaign was incredibly successful, highlighting the demand for more affordable ways of travel. There were 
330,000 applicants from 196 countries. The PR was favourable as it created free advertising for Tourism 
Australia. Their campaign was such a great opportunity so many media outlets picked up on it. For instance 
over 8,500 articles were written, which generated more than $44 million of media coverage.   
 

Faroe Islands 
For such a tiny country as the Faroe Islands, the tourism board has always been very good at attracting the 
attention of media from all around the world thanks to an effective use of PR to promote the islands. The 
notoriously most famous campaign they came out with was the 360 Sheepview launched in 2016. The 
Faroese wanted to ensure travellers could spot them on the map, and since Google street view was not yet 
available they decided to attract Google’s attention by creating a local version of Street View though the 
eyes of the sheep. They mounted 360 degree cameras to the back of five sheep and they let them roam 
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https://www.australia.com/en-us
http://www.tourism.australia.com/en/about/our-campaigns/past-campaigns/best-jobs.html
https://www.visitfaroeislands.com/
https://visitfaroeislands.com/sheepview360/


free on the lands of the Faroes. The videos were then launched on the official website and social media and, 
apart from demonstrating how beautiful the sland iis, they led many news sources to report on the story, 
most notably the Washington Post. Google on the other hand, sent their cameras to the islands to map the 
streets and finally make them available to the public. 

  

Visit Norway 
Visit Norway in 2019 increased recognition of the destination by creating a mock feud with Canada. They 
created a fun rivalry with the Canadian town, Moosejaw, because Norway had created a moose statue that 
surpassed Moosejaw’s Moose statue, which held the record as the largest. Initially, Visit Norway invited 
comedians from Moosejaw to create a skit about their planning to steal the new biggest Moose Statue. The 
skit created traction from various new outlets, such as CNN and the BBC. In order to continue the buzz 
surrounding they created a response video with their deputy Mayor. The story continued, even a song and 
dance move was created about the feud. The fun/ridiculous nature of the story encouraged the spread of 
the story. Organically the story received more than 3,000 shares. However, again, the story was discussed 
by various new outlets. Indeed there were 897 international articles on the moose feud and the story was 
aired in TV shows in Canada, India, America and the UK. Visit Norway estimate that the story reached over 
516 million people, a great example of PR campaign to get the attention from the media and at the same 
time create buzz and awareness about Norway. 
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/animalia/wp/2017/11/07/how-sheep-with-cameras-got-these-tiny-islands-onto-google-street-view/?utm_term=.730d86eab17d
https://www.visitnorway.com/
https://edition.cnn.com/travel/article/moose-jaw-canada-norway-statue-scli-intl/index.html
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-46913318
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fh_VsKvU9PQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fh_VsKvU9PQ


6. Be careful with distribution, it may go wrong! 

Sometimes distribution can have an adverse effect, as a DMO’s campaign could unintentionally project a 
poor image of the destination. An advertisement, which has not be throughly thought through, can damage 
the destination and even the DMO’s reputation. Therefore the subject matter of an advert should be carefully 
considered. We will report hereby three examples of advertisements that did not intend to be offensive but 
related to taboo subjects. The digital nature of these adverts can be a successful buzz if its ironic purpose is 
understood, but sometimes it might turn for the worst and, as for the shareable nature of most digital 
adverts, it might disseminate the unfavourable message even further. The customer might therefore assume 
that the destination is not respectful or considerate of their values and their experience in the destination will 
likely be a bad one. Indeed most of the sources used in this piece have been online news outlets that have 
propagated the discourteous nature of these adverts, to an even wider audience. 

Visit Denmark 
In 2009, a viral video published by Visit Denmark attempted to celebrate the liberal attitudes of the country, 
as a country who would support any woman in trying times. The advert displayed a single mother sending a 
message to her child’s unknown father in the attempt to let him know about the result of a fling they had 
while he was on holiday. The made-up story was disliked as it was thought to promote the country by 
suggesting that they are promiscuous 
people. The outrage by the danish 
people was publicised to the world as 
the video was shared repeatedly for the 
wrong reasons and the video received 
over 800,000 views on Youtube. Several 
News websites also picked up the 
inflammatory nature, ru in ing the 
reputation of Visit Copenhagen and 
Denmark, and the concept of Hygge 
they wanted to promote. 

Visit Norway 
Visit Norway created a ‘fake news’ story as a prank to attract attention to their destination. The Fake News 
story claimed that the Island Sommarøy was a self declared time-free zone. Only later, after having received 
the attention of many media agencies, Visit Norway admitted in a statement to the global media that it was 
an untrue story made to promote the destination. The government body was accused to spread fake news 
and to act without professionalism, although Norway is considered to be one of the best countries at 
tackling ‘Fake News’, in an effort to restore more faith in their news sources. Visit Norway went so far as to 
send fabricated pictures to various news sources, which picked up the story, such as CNN, BBC, The 
Guardian and Time Magazine, although, arguably, the advert was just a harmless prank. Yet, ‘Fake News’ is 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F8Seo5j_mNU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/travel/article-1214104/YouTube-video-advert-Visit-Denmark-accused-promoting-promiscuity.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/travel/article-1214104/YouTube-video-advert-Visit-Denmark-accused-promoting-promiscuity.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/norway-sommaroy-island-time-free-zone-summer-daytime-sun-a8985886.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidnikel/2019/06/26/norway-tourism-bosses-slammed-for-fake-news-pr-stunt/#525c7eed411d
https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidnikel/2019/06/26/norway-tourism-bosses-slammed-for-fake-news-pr-stunt/#525c7eed411d
https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidnikel/2019/06/26/norway-tourism-bosses-slammed-for-fake-news-pr-stunt/#525c7eed411d


such a trigger word that Visit Norway should have been more meticulous in their campaign selection. DMOs 
should be mindful of the values of the company they represent, particularly if they are government bodies. 

For instance, more outrage was sparked by how 
much the campaign costed. Indeed, it was 
reported that the campaign was equivalent to the 
a n n u a l s a l a r y o f a N o r w e g i a n p u b l i c 
servant.  Therefore DMOs should not undertake 
advertisement campaigns which could be 
misconstrued as mean spirited, as the advert 
could damage their brands and their destination’s 
reputation. 

Go Vilnius 
A more light-hearted example is the ‘Go Vilnius’ campaign, which compared the country to the ‘G-spot of 
Europe’. The tag line read ‘‘nobody knows where it is but when you find it - it’s amazing”. The campaign 
also included various videos of tourists looking at beautiful buildings, in Vilnius, and experiencing gratifying 
moments. Although, the aim of the advertisement was to be bold in order to raise awareness of their city 
and generate buzz and word-of-mouth 
about the destination, DMOs must 
consider that advertisement with 
controversial content may generate 
views to their advertisement campaign 
b u t i t m i g h t d i s c o u r a g e m o re 
conservative customers or those with 
young fami l ies to t rave l to the 
destination. TV presenter John Oliver 
also mentioned the campaign on his 
show. 

In conclusion, none of the campaigns mentioned are intended to be offensive. Yet the digital nature of 
advertising ensures that any mistake will be reported upon. The reports from online news sources will be 
seen by thousands of potential customers, reflecting badly on the destination and the DMO. The message, 
therefore is to think carefully before spreading controversial messages with your campaigns. Always be in 
line with your true identity and if you decide to embrace irony and generate funny awareness about your 
destination, embrace it and keep it a characteristic of your brand’s tone of voice. But keep in mind the 
consequences and bad buzz it might spread. 
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http://www.vilnius-tourism.lt/en/new-international-advertising-campaign-puts-lithuania-s-capital-on-the-map/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsqeNdFzvlQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsqeNdFzvlQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsqeNdFzvlQ


FURTHER EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES 

There are plenty of free and paid resources, including academies to join and work from and online tutorials 
to get the most from your targeting efforts. Google have wonderful resources to utilise, and we would 
certainly recommend their academy for ads to brush up on your knowledge of ads and ad campaigns. 
Google also supply guidance and information through their courses on Google Digital Garage and Squared 
Online. 

Google Academy for Ads 
Gain new digital skills with Google Academy for Ads’ short and concise courses – online training providing 
individuals and organisations of all abilities with the tools to succeed. This free resource helps to increase 
product knowledge and enables users to earn achievements and gain industry-recognised certifications. 

Google Digital Garage  
Providing online courses, Google Digital Garage is designed for users to grow their career or business. 
Users can select specific modules to study or take an entire course end-to-end in one sitting. These 
courses fall under three categories: Data and Tech, Digital Marketing and Career Development. 

Squared Online  
Developed with Google, this award-winning global digital marketing qualification empowers the next 
generation of our digital world with hands-on practical experience alongside valuable leadership strategies. 

Together with our industry knowledge, expertise and experience, these resources act as an additional outlet 
for information and training, complimenting each other wonderfully. A combination of all would be to gain an 
all-round depth and breadth of marketing, and in particular targeting, in the travel industry. DMOs with 
training and development budgets should optimise their training activities and efforts by fully utilising these 
resources as valuable and respected methods to gain vital and relevant marketing industry knowledge. 
Moreover, DMOs may also want to enrol specific key team members possessing a strong inclination for 
digital, onto these programmes and courses to optimise their team with regards to the varied skill sets and 
expertise. 

Alternatively, companies such as Adara, Sojern and travel audience are also reputable sources to use for 
further guidance on how best to target consumers from the perspective of the DMO. These companies 
provide a varied quantity of information with regards to depth, alongside industry insights – the quality of 
which depends on whether it is a free or paid subscription. These sources outline key findings and offer 
insights into valuable data which DMOs and other marketing organisations can use within targeting efforts 
to truly be efficient and target their selected audiences effectively. Furthermore, companies such as Expedia 
Media Solutions's ‘targeting capabilities’ and Phocuswright produce and distribute excellent and detailed 
market and transactional data combined with consumer research, forming fantastic choices for data 
extraction when launching and monitoring targeting strategies. 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https://landing.google.com/academyforads/#?modal_active=none
https://learndigital.withgoogle.com/digitalgarage
https://www.wearesquared.com/
https://www.wearesquared.com/
https://adara.com/data-co-op-for-tourism/
https://www.sojern.com/destinations/
https://travelaudience.com/products/advertisers/
https://advertising.expedia.com/solutions/targeting
https://advertising.expedia.com/solutions/targeting
https://www.phocuswright.com/


CASE STUDIES AND TALKS 

Geneva: Global Inbound Marketing for City Tourism 

After transforming internal processes and establishing a clear organisational structure over the last several 
years, Geneva Tourism  is continuing to develop its digital activities, consistently refining the digital strategy 
into that of a highly sophisticated and targetted approach. The strategy is largely based on a strong data-
driven foundation, utilising visitor insight and content engagement to better target and optimise key 
objectives and performance. 

We spoke to Vincent Dubi, Marketing Director at Geneva Tourism, who is responsible for overseeing all 
marketing activities, in addition to internal structures and processes within the organisation. Karen McBride 
heads up the entire digital strategy, and together they share some unique insights into organisational 
structuring, adapting the digital strategy to successfully respond to market changes and most importantly, 
reaching the right audiences. 
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Watch the case study

https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/geneva-global-inbound-marketing-for-city-tourism/
https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/geneva-global-inbound-marketing-for-city-tourism/


Singapore Tourism: A 360 Perspective 

With more than 1 million international visitors every month, Singapore is nowadays one of the trendiest 
tourism destinations worldwide. Singapore Tourism Board (STB), the Singaporean destination marketing 
organisation, launched a medium-term marketing strategy (2016- 2020) in order to tackle the increasingly 
complex tourism landscape and to stay ahead of the competition. In a world that is constantly evolving, in 
which technology facilitates and influences the consumer behaviour, destinations need to evolve and adapt 
to the travellers of today. Here at the #DTTT, we consider Singapore Tourism Board as one of the DMOs 
that innovate its brand with a strategy that focuses on local people, their stories, their passions and dreams 
and deliver it through effective digital strategies. 

The tourism board has chosen an approach that focuses on targeting the right fans with specific and 
targetted messages and on enhancing the delivery of the right content to the right people at the right time 
through a solid Word-Of-Mouth from local residents to visitors. This is possible thanks to the Singapore 
Tourism Analytics Network and the Data Management Platform mentioned earlier, two data management 
and analytics systems used for efficient targeting, lead generation and conversion through programmatic 
advertising.  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https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/singapore-tourism-360-perspective/
https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/singapore-tourism-360-perspective/


Refining the Digital Customer Experience with LAAX 

Initially, LAAX’s main promotional activities were through the website, social media and newsletter 
marketing, however one of its key communication tools is now the highly targetted  Inside LAAX app. The 
Inside LAAX App is a highly functional and sophisticated app which offers users a whole host of extra 
benefits, adding so many extra layers to the overall customer experience. A great example of digitalisation of 
services combined with usability according to the specific target market, and developing products with user 
behaviour and experience front and centre. 

One of the most important objectives for this app is the collection of data. Data is at the core of any content 
targeting and distribution strategy. In this case study, Claude from the Laax team talks about how the app 
successfully gathers plenty of data and insights that are used to personalise the content and messaging for 
the user. He highlights the importance of only utilising this data to be more personalised and individualised, 
with the focus on the customer’s needs at the forefront.  

This fosters a strong relationship of trust between the brand and customer, ensuring the customer knows 
they can provide data knowing they will only see what they want to see, and they will not be bombarded 
with multiple marketing emails and messages. Together with this data, KPIs and a soft marketing approach, 
the insights enable LAAX to continuously refine its offer, adapting the app based on emerging trends and 
personas. 
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https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/refining-the-digital-customer-experience-with-laax/
https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/refining-the-digital-customer-experience-with-laax/


Visit California: Content Programme & Distribution 

Visit California has long been a destination that we here at the #DTTT considered to be a best practice 
when it comes to content. Over the years, Visit California as a destination understood the importance of 
producing high quality, snackable and shareable content that resonates with their target audience. 
Considerable work and dedication have gone into strategically producing relevant content and distributing it 
on their website, YouTube and social media channels. The Team at Visit California have done some 
consistently good work over the years, understanding how the role of content and storytelling is a complete 
game changer for them as a destination. 

Based on their content success story so far, we interviewed Lynn Carpenter, Vice President Marketing, and 
Gwynne Spann, Director of Consumer Content, to learn more about their content strategy, from their current 
content programme to its distribution, current marketing plans and how Visit California measure and report 
their content success. 

The message they convey is that the secret to distributing great marketing content is native embedded 
content that has to be meaningful and entertaining so that people don’t perceive it as advertising. 
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https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/visit-california/
https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/visit-california/


Attracting New Visitors to Finland Through Superior Targeting 

travel audience works exclusively with destinations and travel companies to provide a data-driven, digital 
advertising platform and an end to end solution for coordinating marketing efforts for the maximum end 
result. In early 2018, Visit Finland partnered with travel audience for a pilot campaign targeting the niche 
German market, promoting the destination brand, as well as effectively quantifying the return on investment. 

The primary goal for this new campaign was to sustainably attract more visitors from Germany, Austria and 
Switzerland to Finland as a year-round destination, promoting the brand and the many strong, organic 
attributes Finland has to offer. The secondary goal was to generate conversions to Helsinki and different 
destinations in Finland. This was achieved by promoting positive geographic spread across Finland, 
attracting visitors to the outer regions as well as Helsinki with the overarching objective to effectively 
measure ROI as per digital campaigns. 

When it comes to targeting the right audience, travel audience is one of the most successful companies that 
can help destinations with their campaigns. They are able to analyse the booking behaviour of millions of 
travellers, following the whole consumer path online, learning key information such as who clicks, who 
doesn’t, how long people are searching in the inspiration phase, which destinations travellers were 
searching for, which websites yield the most conversions etc. This provides valuable insights on the visitors 
that give a real boost to DMOs campaigns target to specific audiences. 
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https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/attracting-new-visitors-to-finland-through-superior-targeting/
https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/attracting-new-visitors-to-finland-through-superior-targeting/


Norwegian and Copenhagen: Partner Collaboration 

In March 2015,  Wonderful Copenhagen  started a brand new and innovative campaign called 'This is 
Copenhagen' built around Instagram videos to showcase the city of Copenhagen. Over a two-year period, 
the Wonderful Copenhagen team worked on building a community and collaborating with the community. 

This was achieved through Instagram Takeovers, a process that involved Instagrammers being handpicked 
to take over the city's account for a day and provide insight into what visitors can experience in 
Copenhagen. Another initiative that helped Wonderful Copenhagen build a community successfully was 
Instawalks, which provided people with access to places in Copenhagen that would normally be 
inaccessible, and which featured a variety of Instagrammers who release their content through goodwill. 

In order to target people from the United States they partnered with Norwegian airlines when they opened 
new direct routes to Copenhagen from the US. Wonderful Copenhagen established that its target group 
expects authentic content and is highly active on social media. Thus, a social first approach for the 
campaign was considered most appropriate, and Wonderful Copenhagen followed a native social strategy - 
telling stories on platforms where people are present. The community project aimed to source authentic 
user content from  Instagram through promoting the #cph hashtag in order to encourage people to submit 
content for the campaign. But this was also implemented in order for Wonderful Copenhagen to receive 
permission from all users to utilise content in their activities. 
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https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/norwegianandcopenhagen/
https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/norwegianandcopenhagen/


Fjord Norway: Data-driven Partner Marketing 

Fjord Norge AS/Fjord Norway is the official tourist board of Western Norway. It is marketing the region as an 
adventure travel destination, developing areas in which they consider themselves competitive such as ski, 
hike and bike. As part of a fund, Fjord Norway develops both concepts and products with the goal to 
change the entire way of communicating towards segments. Fjord Norway is no longer targeting consumers 
based on geographics but is instead thinking cross-border with a focus on segments. 

By supporting their planning process, Fjord Norway is pushing them through the funnel to a final decision 
making and booking. The commercial value that this brings is really at the centre of this approach rather 
than considering to drive website visitor. This is, however, a dramatic change in mindset, wanting true value, 
so a conversion, rather than much bigger numbers of consumers that were reached and attracted to the 
website.  

Fjord Norway recognises that the biggest challenge for destinations is to move away from simply creating 
awareness to measuring their own success by creating measurable results for their industry.  
Kristian Jørgensen stresses the importance of destinations thinking less about themselves but more about 
others and how to bring value and success to their partners and industry. This clear shift in 
mindset questions the commercial value of destinations for the future.  
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https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/fjord-norway-data-driven-partner-marketing/
https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/fjord-norway-data-driven-partner-marketing/


Adara Case Study: Turespaña 

Turespaña is the official National Tourist Organisation for Spain, responsible for promoting Spain as a global 
tourist destination year round. In 2017, they decided to invest in a project with the destination analytics 
company Adara to target their travellers, specifically a new type of traveller, the Cosmopolitan, and the Asian 
consumers. 

Through a very accurate analysis of the online behaviour of consumers, through the tool Adara Impact, 
Turespaña was able to structure an advertising campaign with a high level of accurate targeting and 
personalisation, which drove very good results. This type of intelligence is invaluable as it effectively shapes 
the digital marketing strategy to attract valuable visitors, facilitate audience segmentation based on origin 
market and the stage of the customer journey, and significantly improve the engagement rate by delivering 
the right message to the right segment. 
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https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/adara-case-study-turespana/
https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/adara-case-study-turespana/


Helsinki Marketing: Using WeChat to Source International Leads and Attract More Visitors 

Tia Hallanoro, Director of Brand Communications & Digital Development at Helsinki Marketing Ltd, shares 
the challenges and successes of being a small, challenger destination.  While Helsinki is currently 
overshadowed by other European capitals, its geographic location is a huge strategic advantage, providing 
the shortest route between Europe and Asia. 

Helsinki is very active in sustainable tourism, a world leader in utilising Open Data, and most significantly, 
has recently launched the WeChat Helsinki mini program to provide a seamless experience to its most 
influential visitors, the Chinese market. 
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https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/using-wechat-source-international-leads-attract-visitors/
https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/using-wechat-source-international-leads-attract-visitors/


Travel Audience: Audience Targeting & Multi-Layered Intelligence 

Destinations have different meanings for different people and addressing these audiences individually is the 
key to a great campaign and the start of a wonderful journey. That’s why Amadeus has invested in a 
business intelligence platform, which identifies and targets travellers based on data such as travel history, 
travel intent or location. Different use cases will show how using data dramatically improves the 
performance of any DMO campaign. 

Sandro Cuzzolin from Travel Audience demonstrates what data can tell us about consumer decisions and is 
mapping out a couple of scenarios on the basis of real people and destinations. This gives interesting 
insights into how Travel Audience is supporting destinations to target consumers on the basis of travel 
history, intent and location. 
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https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/audience-targeting-multi-layered-intelligence/
https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/audience-targeting-multi-layered-intelligence/


Sojern: Optimising Media Through Better Targeting 

Stewart Smith from Sojern talks about the current hot topic of 'programmatic advertising', explaining what it 
is and how this differs to more conventional 'real time bidding'. Reaching over 350 million travellers per 
month, Sojern delivers real audience engagement and relevant one to one conversations. 
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https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/sojern-optimising-media-better-targeting/
https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/sojern-optimising-media-better-targeting/


TEMPLATES 

1. Targeting & Distribution - Sprint 

With this sprint you will be able to kick-off your work on your targeting and distribution strategies. This 
template is the starting point for any work on targeting and distribution because it’s built as a brainstorming 
canvas that will help you identify your goals, your actual and future strategies related to the target markets 
you want to reach, the distribution platforms you want to use, the format of content you want to craft and 
use and the advertisement you would like to launch to promote the destination. 

The template is divided into 4 parts: 

1. The first part is related to your goals and objectives and your current strategies. Use it to write down 
where you are now and which opportunities you would like to take in general to target the right audience 
through the right channels. 

2. The second part is meant to guide you into finding solutions to your challenges and issues thinking 
about targeting, distribution, advertising and content. 

3. The third part guides you in the identification of the different channels, types of content and experiences 
at the destination for each of your target market, according to the work you have already done in 
identifying your markets and audiences with Chapter 5’s templates. 

4. The fourth part of the templates is meant to make you think about adjusting and adapting the content, 
the messages, the format and the use of data for your distributions strategies and for each specific 
target audience. 
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Download the PDF Mural template

https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/targeting-distribution-sprint/
https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/targeting-distribution-sprint/
https://app.mural.co/template/7bcaf554-d94b-4225-9982-6e3fa70c3cac/adea7d8a-1fac-4021-9246-6435ed5d917d
https://app.mural.co/template/7bcaf554-d94b-4225-9982-6e3fa70c3cac/adea7d8a-1fac-4021-9246-6435ed5d917d


2. Creating Stories and Campaigns 

With this template we are gonna guide you in the creation of stories for your target audiences and channels. 

First, we guide you in the process of creating content ideas for each channel through the use of 
storyboards. Use the space for each channel to idealise your content concept and drop images, links and 
text for Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and Snapchat. Then think about the captions or messages for each 
story and post, the links to your website, the hashtags you want to use and the stickers or filters you want 
to use or create from scratch to personalise your stories. 

Second, you will be able to create story sets: different groups of serialised content that have a logic path 
and stimulate the audience to know more about the content they see. Think about which ambassadors or 
influencers might be good for the story sets and how you can use already existing content to create a 
serialised set of content without creating it from scratch. 

Third, think about the channels you want to use to target your audience and define for each channel which 
target market you can reach through them, how you can distribute content through them and what are the 
messages you’d like to launch. 
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Download the PDF Mural template

https://app.mural.co/template/20a4a35c-dd40-4847-817e-1f0093f2b6d8/37eb08a7-61fb-4ea6-a6b3-8e8fe8e9c7b7
https://app.mural.co/template/20a4a35c-dd40-4847-817e-1f0093f2b6d8/37eb08a7-61fb-4ea6-a6b3-8e8fe8e9c7b7
https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/creating-stories-and-campaigns/
https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/creating-stories-and-campaigns/


3. Targeting & Distribution throughout the Visitor Cycle 

With this template you will be able to work on targeting your audience at each stage of their visitor cycle.  

Focusing on one of your target audiences, you can map out their visitor journey thinking about their 
behaviour and what makes them go from one stage to another. Use the first section of the template to 
make a note of the processes your visitor may be using at each stage.  

The second section helps you identify which of the channels your visitors use along the cycle and mark 
each section off with a number 1-5 to show which platform you think your visitor will use the most at that 
stage of the visitor journey and which platform they'll use the least.  

The third section will make you revisit your target audience's visitor cycle again, this time focusing on what 
content you are going to create to draw them in and what channels you're going to distribute that content 
on.  

Lastly, you can use the template to think about how you can use data to better understand  your target 
audience’s visitor journey, their conversation points and what content inspires them at each stage of their 
journey. 
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Download the PDF Mural template

https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/targeting-distribution-throughout-the-visitor-cycle/
https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/targeting-distribution-throughout-the-visitor-cycle/
https://app.mural.co/template/5ad8a51b-682b-4b12-b76b-164a33b394e5/82ae5cf7-f62c-4ffc-946d-c9a767dd85fb
https://app.mural.co/template/5ad8a51b-682b-4b12-b76b-164a33b394e5/82ae5cf7-f62c-4ffc-946d-c9a767dd85fb


4. Using Big Data 

This template helps you brainstorm ideas about how to use data to draw useful insights and turning it into 
smart data. Your data pool is the virtual place where you store all of your data, from consumer 
demographics and buying behaviour to data about your destination’s stakeholders and any other kind of 
research you create to support your strategies. 

Use the visual pool on the top left corner to list all the data you currently have and define how and where 
you use that data; which data you don’t have at the moment but would like to have; how you can transform 
the data you have into smart data. Use the rest of the template to respond to the questions that will guide 
you in making smarter decisions on the use of data and how this data can help you with your strategies, 
such as 

• How can you use your data for generating insights and targeting specific audiences? 
• How can you use your data for evaluating the performance of your content and social channels? 
• How can you put knowledge and capacity building at the heart of the organisation and help to spread 

the knowledge and insights gathered across the head and market offices?  
• How can you use a data-driven approach within decision-making processes? 
• How can you use a data-driven approach to share information with local stakeholders? 
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Download the PDF Mural template

https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/using-big-data/
https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/using-big-data/
https://app.mural.co/template/ca639b2c-18fc-4b20-8312-461573d3c088/b6ed7e1b-7bb5-441d-8a9f-4105fbce5826
https://app.mural.co/template/ca639b2c-18fc-4b20-8312-461573d3c088/b6ed7e1b-7bb5-441d-8a9f-4105fbce5826


5. Creating Campaigns for Target Audiences 

With this template, finally, you will be able to storyboard your campaigns based on your target audience and 
think about how you can collaborate with partners that you can involve in your campaigns. 

On the left side of the template use the grids on top to identify the profiles of your target audience based on 
nationality, age, interests and approximate spending budget. 
Choose then the type of campaign that most fits your target audience based on the type of your DMO. We 
recommend that while for national DMOs it’s good to invest in large international campaigns, smaller DMOs 
should instead focus on the production of content series because they are more effective with smaller 
budgets. 

In the central area of the template, follow the guidelines to storyboard your campaign for each of your 
channels: YouTube, DMO website, Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and Snapchat. 

On the right side of the template, use the Venn diagram to identify where there are opportunities for 
collaboration with your current or potential partners and in which area you might collaborate: storytelling, 
content creation, brand representation and sponsorship. Secondly, think about the campaign you 
storyboarded and define how you can use the campaign as a starting point to create Hero, Hub and 
Hygiene content to target your audiences. 
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Download the PDF Mural template

https://app.mural.co/template/70c805e1-b29f-49bd-84fe-f86c591c9170/7f6391b4-c910-4d71-86d9-82f51bee2302
https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/creating-campaigns-for-target-audiences/
https://app.mural.co/template/70c805e1-b29f-49bd-84fe-f86c591c9170/7f6391b4-c910-4d71-86d9-82f51bee2302
https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/creating-campaigns-for-target-audiences/


ONLINE LEARNING 

The resource pack of the 12 Stages of Transformation Series related to this topic includes the access to the 
seventh module of the 12 Part DMO Transformation Online Course, Targeting & Distribution, that gives you 
an overview of the topics covered in this report in the form of video lessons with additional extracts from the 
selected case studies and talks mentioning the topic of targeting and distribution. The online course is 
meant to guide you in a more interactive way into the topic and assess your knowledge. 

Once completed, you'll get a certificate which shows you are equipped to start changing your organisation 
with the #DTTT's seal of approval. 

Click on the link below to join the course. If you are a #DTTT Member, ask the Launchpad Resource 
Manager of your DMO how to access the course, or contact the #DTTT Team through the chat on the 
Launchpad or by email at michela@thinkdigital.travel.  
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Go to the online course!

Targeting & Distribution

https://learning.thinkdigital.travel/courses/targeting-distribution
mailto:michela@thinkdigital.travel
https://dttt.thinkific.com/courses/targeting-distribution
https://dttt.thinkific.com/courses/targeting-distribution


ASANA PROJECT TEMPLATE 

Along with this report, templates and the online course about Targeting & Distribution, we created an Asana 
Project Template that you can import into your Asana workspace to start working on your targeting 
strategies and understand the different distribution channels and tools for your strategies. 

With this, you’ll have a project with multiple tasks to plug-in and play, including the templates that will guide 
you in creating the right distribution strategies and tips and tricks for a better and more purposeful targeting. 
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Go to the Asana template

https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/targeting-distribution-asana-project-template/
https://www.thinkdigital.travel/all-insights/targeting-distribution-asana-project-template/
http://www.asana.com
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